Clarification–regarding inspection of works relating to Common Wealth Games.

Chief Technical Examiner’s Organisation (CTEO) of the CVC, in a routine manner inspects the works of different organisations, when they have been tendered out and are in progress. In 2009, CTEO had inspected 129 number of works in 71 organizations including DMRC, NTPC, MCD, NHAI, ONGC, Railways, Delhi PWD, SAIL, NHPC, AAI etc. In 2010, so far CTEO has inspected 57 number of works in 42 organizations including DMRC, NTPC, NPCIL, MCD, DJB, SJVNL, DFCCIL etc.

The reports of the CTEO are sent to different organizations for remedial action, system improvement and to identify officials responsible, where vigilance angle is suspected. Organizations respond to CTEO reports, and some aspects are closed and in some cases advice is given for disciplinary action against officers, when they are found responsible.

CTEO report is the first step, and does not, in any way, assume the form of a FINAL CVC REPORT as it is sought to be projected in different quarters. CTEO reports are followed by agency reply, CTEO counter, agency’s further reply etc.